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- Availability
  - At The Library (57)
  - Online (5)
- Format
  - Articles
  - BOOK (114)
  - EBOOK (5)
  - ELECTRONIC RES (6)
  - AUDIOVISUALS (4)
- Location
  - E-Resources (16)
  - EAST Library (53)
  - METRO Library (34)
  - WEST Library (46)
- Found In
  - Title (69)
  - Author (47)
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Ways to refine your Keyword Search results

Changing the odds for children at risk: seven essential principles of educational programs that break the cycle of poverty / Susan B. Neuman. Neuman, Susan B. BOOK | 2000

Available at WEST Library (DUE 05-10-14) see all

Changing the odds for children at risk: seven essential principles of educational programs that break the cycle of poverty / Susan B. Neuman. Neuman, Susan B. BOOK | 2000

Available at WEST Library (DUE 05-10-14) see all

Children in jeopardy: can we break the cycle of poverty? / Irving B. Harris. Harris, Irving B. BOOK | 1990

Available at WEST Library (DUE 05-10-14) see all


Available at WEST Library (DUE 05-10-14) see all

The number indicates how many materials are At The Library and Online

This indicates the material is Not Available at this time

This indicates the material is Available
Clicking on At The Library eliminates all physical items with a status of Not Available. It also eliminates all Online resources.

An X will appear to indicate you have refined your search. To undo or return to all search results click on the X.

Format allows you to choose a specific type of item.
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Search: poverty AND children

Did you mean: arts and children?
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Results 1 - 9 of 9 for poverty AND children
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Current refinements:
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- Availability
- Online
- Format
- EBOOK
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- E-Resources
- METRO Library
- Found In
- Title

Refined by EBook

Click on any of these links to connect to the Ebook.

External Influences and the educational landscape [electronic resource]: analysis of political, economic, geographic, health and demographic factors in Ghana / Alexander Krauss


The Table of Contents Page

Click on a chapter to either download or view it.

Social Indicators Research Series 49

Almudena Moreno Minguez Editor
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Results 1 - 25 of 133 for poverty AND children
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  - Online (5)
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  - WEST Library (45)
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  - Found In

Changing the odds for children at risk: seven essential principles of educational programs that break the cycle of poverty / Susan B. Neuman. Susan B. Neuman. Berlin : Springer, c2009
Available at WEST Library (371.826942 N4H2c) see all

Poor women, poor children : American poverty in the 1990's / by Harrell R. Rodgers, Jr.
Rodgers, Harrel R. New York : W.W. Norton, c1996 3rd ed
Available at METRO Library (362.830973 R69t 1996 plus 1 more see all

Children in jeopardy : can we break the cycle of poverty? / Irving B. Harris.
Harris, Irving B. (Irving Books). 1910-

Search: children AND poverty

Did you mean: children in poverty?

Catalog Articles

Results 1 - 25 of 133 for children AND poverty

Sorted by: Relevance | Date | Title

Refine by:
- Availability
  - At The Library (101)
  - Online (5)
- Format
  - Articles (114)
  - EBOOK (9)
  - ELECTRONIC RES (6)
  - AUDIOVISUALS (4)
- Location
  - E-Resources (16)
  - EAST Library (52)
  - METRO Library (54)
  - WEST Library (45)
  - WESTSHORE Library (4)
  - Found In

Available at EAST Library (362.705942 C535p 1994) see all

Available at EAST Library Reference (339.4 0546a) see all

Changing the odds for children at risk: seven essential principles of educational programs that break the cycle of poverty / Susan B. Neuman. Susan B. Neuman. Berlin : Springer, c2009
Available at WEST Library (371.826942 N4H2c) see all

Poor women, poor children : American poverty in the...
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Changing the odds for children at risk: seven essential principles of educational programs that break the cycle of poverty / Susan B. Neumann
- Additional actions:
- Request it

Poor women, poor children: American poverty in the 1990s / by Harrell R. Rodgers, Jr
- Additional actions:
- Request it

Children in jeopardy: can we break the cycle of poverty? / Irving B. Harris
- Additional actions:
- Request it

By clicking on Poor children — Education — United States you could see other books written with that subject heading.

Click on the first title.